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ABSTRACT
Thls investigation compared and analyzed coaching behaviors l-n two
different athletic environments. Athlete responses on Form R and Form I
of the Group Elnvironment Scale (GES) were used to classify teams as either
satisfied or less satlsfied with their athletic environments. The division
of teams into the satisfied or less satisfied group was made using a
median-split technlque. This was followed by rnultivariate analysis of
variance to determine lf the results on the two scales were sLgnificantly
different. Thra GES data were then subjected to analysis of variance to
determine the rrariables on which the scale differed. Discriminant
function analyr;is was then run to establ-ish the percentage that each of
the variables accounted for Eoward the overal-l difference. Female coaches
and athletes from 20 secondary school teams in the Central New York area
served as subj€:cts. These subjects were videotaped two tlmes during the
1979 basketball season. Form R and I of the GES were admi.nistered
following the first and second videotaping sesslons respectlvely. A11
vldeotaped practlce sessions were coded using CAFIAS. Multlvariate analysis
of varlance was performed on the eight CAFIAS varlables to determlne
behavioral differences between the satisfied and less satisfled groups.
Results from the multivariate analysis of varlance led to the acceptance
of the first ma-ior hypothesis statlng that there w111 be a slgnlflcant
difference in behaviors of coaches from different athletic envlronments as
measured by eigtrt variables ldentified through the use of CAFIAS. Analysls
of varlance identified five CAFIAS variables that contributed
independently to differences between the two groups. These were coach use
of questioning, verbal; coach use of acceptance and praise, verbal; coach
use of acceptance and praise, nonverbal; athlete verbal initiation, coach
suggestion; and athlete nonverbal initiation, coach suggestion. Two
variables, coach use of acceptance and praise, verball and athlete verbal
lnitiation, athlete suggestion, were identified by discrimlnant function
analysls as accounting for the shared variance among the eight CAFIAS
variables. Figures urere constructed from the GES results which graphically
illustrated trends between athletest and coachesr perceptions of their
environment and an ideal environment. The investigator was able to make
conclusions regarding the remainlng four hypotheses from these fig,rtres.
The second hypothesis was accepted because differences were found between
athletest and coachesr perceptions of their environments. Coaches
percei.ved their environments to be more positive on 5 of the 10 GES
variables than their athletes. The third hypothesis stating there will be
a slgnificant difference between athletesr perceptions of their environment
i-n relation to an ideal environment was accepted. Athletes indicated that
7 of the 10 GES variables were less than ideal. The fourth hypothesis
was accepted becarrse coachest perceptlons of the real ancl ldea1 envir:onment
were slgnificantly different. Coaches generally percelved their envlronment
a.s less than ideal. The flfth and final hypothesis stating thar there will
be a significant difference between athletest and coaches' perceptions
of an ideal environment was accepted. In contrast to athletest
perceptions, coaches perceived an ideal situat.ion as containing higher
ideal scores on 8 of the 10 GES variables.
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Chapter I
INTRObUCTION
Societal agencies, whether they be involved in business, education'
or athletics, attempt to set up environments that will serve to promote
particular behaviors or create situations that lend themselves to certain
directions of growth and development. In any situation that dictates
performance standards, there exists a general concern and need for precise
guidelines in achieving and surpassing those demands. The coaching
profession is one in which the performance outcomes are explicitly defined;
yet accompanying directives for achieving these outcomes are often nebulous.
Coaches have relied for many years on guidelines that are based in large
part on experiential foundations and traditional practices (Cratty, 1973).
According to Gaylord (1967), coaches serve to affect the success or
failure of teams by their behaviors. In their roles as group-centered
leaders, coaches are responsible for creating wlthin teams a psychological
climate of acceptance, understanding, and safety (Gordon, 1955). Tutko and
Richards (1971) advocate the need for coaches to become more sensltlve and
understanding of relationships between themselves and their teams. When a
favorable climate ls established, goals will be attalned with greater
expediency and saEisfaction (Rushall & Siedentop, L972). Hirsch (1978)
asserted that the sPorE environment should be organized in such a way
as to contribute to a team reachlng specific goals. Due to the great
influence exerted on teams by coaches, iE seems reasonable to investigate
coachest behaviors in an attempt to promote positive and productive athletic
envlronments.
2Hirsch (1978) and Kasson (1974) have asserted thar coaching behaviors
should be explored in light of the interaction occurrlng between coaches
and players as demonstrated in the environment in which these partl-cular
behaviors occur. Systematic observation has been used in recent years as
a means of providing empirical data upon which reconmendations may be made
in promoting effective coaching methods. In as much as coaching has been
analoglzed and equated with teaching (Gaylord, L967; Sabock, Lgl3),
systematic observation is an appropriate vehicle for analyzing coaching
behaviors.
A particular aspeet of systematic observation designed specifically
to measure relationships is interaction analysis. As stated previously,
interaction analysis has been used prirnarily to investigate teacher-
student relationships. Research conducted using interaction analysis has
led teachers to better understand thelr behaviors exhibited in the
classroom, resulting in subsequent awareness of their influence.
The use of interaction analysis in aaalyzing coaching, therefore,
implies that coaches will be better able to assess their behavlors in
athletic environments. 3y isolating behaviors, and relating these behaviors
to different social climates, analysis may result in an increase in
appropriate behaviors while eliurinating those behaviors that are
inappropriate.
The Group Environment scale has been used in conjunction with
interaction analysis to establish just such a relationship between isolated
behaviors and social climates (Hirsch, 1978). The GES, designed to assess
task-oriented groups, consists of 10 dimensions that depict the social
climate existing on sPort teams. Data collected frour the GES allow for
differences to be ascertained between teams that are close to ideal and
3those that are in need of change. Through interaction analysis the
differences in coachest behaviors may be determlned and aEEributed to the
respecti.ve group results in the GES. Thls knowledge should lead to
improved interaction between coaches and athletes.
Scope of Problem
This study was initiated in an attempt to determine if the behavi.ors
of coaches vary in different athletic environments. Subjects used for this
study were 20 secondary school woments basketball teams from the Central
New York area. Subjects were observed during the 1979 winter basketball
season. Each team was vlsited on two separate days. Form R of the Group
Envlronment Scale (GES), which measures athletes' and coachest perceptions
of the environment present on thei-r team, was administered and a 3O-minute
videog,aping session hras conducted on the first visit. During the second
visi-t, athletes and coaches were again videotaped for 30 minuEes and Form
I of the GES was glven. This form measures the way in which coaches and
athletes depict an ideal athletic environment. The 20 teams r.rere divided
equally into thro groups based on a median split of the GES scores. The
first group of 10 teams was classified as being satisfied with the
environment on their teams. The second group of 10 teams indlcated that
their athletic environment hras less satisfying. Coaches were administered
the same GES forms as were their athletes to ascertain how the coaches
perceived the environment in comparison to their athletes. Each 3O-minute
videotaped practice sesslon was coded using CAFIAS.
Statement of Problen
Cheffersr Adaptation of Flanderst Interactlon Analysis System was
used to ar^a1-yze and compare coachest behavlors exhibited in two distlnct
environments. Athletes satisfled with their environrnent were conpared wlth
4athletes whose environments \.rere deemed less satisfying. A comparison was
also drawn between athletest and coachesr perceptions of their
environment, playersr perceptions of their environment in relaEion to an
ideal environment, coachest percepti.ons of their environment compared to
an ldeal environment, and playerst versus coachesr perceptlons of an ideal
environment.
Ma-jor Hypotheses
1. There will be a significant difference in behaviors of coaches
from different environments as measured by eight variables identified
through the use of CAFIAS.
2. There will be a significant difference in the way the coach
perceives the environment as compared to the way in which the athletes
perceive the environment.
3. There will be a significant difference between athletesr
perceptions of their environment in relation to an ideal environment.
4. There will be a significant difference between coaches'
perceptions of their environment and an ideal environment.
5. There will be a significant difference between athletesr and
coachesr perceptions of an ideal environment.
Assumptions of Study
1. ft.ro taping sessions will provide an accurate measure of the
behaviors exhibited by a coach.
Definition of Terms
1. The Group Environment Scale (GES) is a scale designed to assess
the social clirnate in a task-oriented group (Moos, Insel, & Hurnphrey,1974).
2. Cheffersr Adaptation of Flandersr Interaction Analysis System
(CAFIAS) is an interaction analysis system developed for use in physical-
5activity settings Eo objectively describe both verbal and nonverbal
Eeacher-pupil interaction, class structure, and a variety of classroom
teactrlng agents (Cnef[ers, Amidon, & Rodgers, Lg74).
3. Flanderst rnt.eraction Analysis System (FrAS) is an observational
system deslgned to assess in an objective manner verbal interacti-on between
teachers and pupils as it occurs in the classroom environment (Amidon &
Flanders, 1971).
4. rnteraction Analysis (rA) is an observational technique that
measures the frequency of teacher-pupil interaction of behaviors (Amidon &
Hough, 7967).
5' coder reliability is the degree to which the person or persons
doing the codlng are consistent aE a statistically significant leve1.
6. Direct teaching behavior is that behavior exhibited by the
teacher that limits studentsr freedom in the classroom.
7. Indirect teaching behavior ls that behavior exhibited by the
teacher that facilitates studentst freedom in the crassroom.
8. Nonverbal behavior is that behavior exhibited by the teacher that
facilitates studentsr freedom in the classroom.
g' Verbal behavior is behavior expressed in an audible, observable
fa shion.
10. Coaches are certified educators who coach athletics in voluntary
i-nstructional prograrns held after school hours where indivlduals compete
for the privilege of parEicipation.
11. Secondary leve1 encompasses grades 9 through 12.
.L2' Coaches' behavior is that behavior exhibited by coaches during
coach-player interaction.
13' Team sports are sports in which performance outcomes are dependent
upon the total groupts performance.
L4. Social climate is one of the major ways in which human
envlronments may be characterized (Moos, 1974).
15. Cohesion is the degree of cooperation and involvement existing
in a group and the league of friendship that members have for one another
(Moos, Insel, & Humphrey, 7974).
L6. Leader support is the amount of help, concern, and friendship
displayed by the leader of the group (Moos, Insel, & Humphrey, L974).
17. Expressiveness is the ability with which members of the group
fully show their feelings (Moos, Inse1, & Humphrey, lg74>.
18. Task orientation is the degree of emphasis on concrete tasks
(Moos, Insel, & Humphrey, L974).
19. Self-discovery is the ability of the group to discuss personal
details (Moos, Inse1, & Humphrey).
20. Independence is the degree of independent expression tolerated
or encouraged in the group (Moos, Insel, & Humphrey, L974).
2L. Anger and aggression is the degree to which there is expression
of negative feeling within the group (Moos, Insel, & Humphrey, 1974).
22. Order and organization is the degree to which the group is
structured (Moos, Insel, & Humphrey, 7974).
23.  Leader control is the degree to which the leader directs and
enforces the rules of the group (Moos, Inse1, & Humphrey, L974).
24. Innovation is the degree of diversity that is encouraged in the
group (Moos, Insel, & Humphrey, L974).
7Delfunitations of Study
The delinitations of the study are as follows:
1. The subjects used for this study were coaches and athletes
from female secondary school basketball teams in the Central New York area.
2. CAFIAS was Ehe only interaction analysis system used to
ascertain the differences in the coachesr behaviors.
3. The Group Environnent Scale was the only instrument used to
assess the social climate of the athletic environment.
4. Each subject in each environment was observed only twice.
Limitations of Study
1. The results of this study will be relevant only for coaches and
athletes from female secondary school basketball teans.
2. The resultant informatLon pertaining to coaching behavior may
only be valid when CAIIAS is used for codlng.
3. Valid classlfication of the environment may exist only as a
function of using the Group Environment Scale to classlfy social cllmate.
ChaPter 2
REVIEW OF REI.ATED LITEMTUIIE
The review of related literature in this chapter will deal with the
following topics: descriptive techniques in physical education, analyzing
the coaching environment, social climate, the role of Ehe coachrs leadership
in soci-al climate, the role of cohesion in social climate, Group Environment
Sca1e, and summary.
Descriptive Techniques in Physical Education
prior to 1970, very little research had been done in the systematic
observation of physical education settings. Analysis of the physical
activity settings mandates a system that will effectively depict the extent
of teacher-student interaction in terms of both verbal and nonverbal
behaviors (Cheffers, L972).
Descriptive-analytic techniques have been used to determine teaching
and coaching styles through the identification of teaching and coaching
behaviors actually occurring in the classroom and on the practice fie1d.
One of the first investigations using descriptive analytic tools was
conducted by Medley and Mitzel (1958). The researchers developed a system
called Ehe Observation Schedule and Record (OScAR), which was designed to
objectively assess teacher function in relationship to classroom climate.
OScAR was used by Medley and Mitzel (1958) to study teacher behaviors in
36 physical education settings. Bookhout (1967) later conducted similar
studies using OScAR to study relationships between behaviors of teachers
in differing social-emotional climates.
Extensive research in the development of deseriptive analytic tools
9suitable for use in the physical education environment was conducted by
Anderson (L975). Anderson (1975) and his associates coordinated a
databank consisting of 83 videotaped samples of elementary and secondary
physlcal education classes. Various analyses, using these tapes, resulted
in the development of several instrtrments designed specifically for the
physlcal edrrcation setting.
One type of analysis used in assessing the videotape databank was
interaction analysis, a form of descriptive analysis designed to study
teacher-student relationships and one whlch results in the categorization
of teacher behavior as direct or indirect. In using interaction analysis,
a trained observer categorizes and records each interaction occurring in
a particular setting. The purpose of this type of analysis is to provide
obj ective feedback of the actual behaviors occurring in the teaching-
J-earning environment .
Flanders developed the most popular interaction analysis system, the
Flandersr Interaction Analysis System, referred to as FIAS (Cheffers, L972).
Its primary function was to accurately determine, through observation and
codlng, teacher-student verbal interaction. Information gathered uslng
FIAS dichotomlzed teacher behaviors into that which was direcE or indirect
(Flanders, L970).
Other research usi-ng modifications of FIAS include Dougherty (1971),
Kurth (1969), Mancuso (1972), and Mel-ograno (1971). Results generated from
these early adaptations of FIAS lent little supporting evidence that a
solution had been reached in discovering an adequate observational system
that measured the moment-to-moment events occurring in the physlcal education
setting.
FIAS, although appropriate for verbal behavlor and teacher-student
t0
interaction, is inadequate in effectively assessing the physical activity
setting in that it neglects nonverbal aspects of behavior (Cheffers, L972).
Cheffers 
' 
in 1972, designed the most extenslve and reflned adaptation of
FIAS for use in physical education settings. CAFIAS, Cheffersr Adaptation
of Flandersr Interaction Analysis System, is an observer system that deals
with the assessment of human behavior in terms of verbal and nonverbal
dimensions as well as ldentifying teaching agents and the structure of the
activity session (Cheffers, L972).
Using CAFIAS, Keane (1976b) investigated teachers in terms of
lc'adership styles and found that leadership styles r^rere not influenced by
the sex of the teacher. Keane (1975b) suggested that teachers should
begin to develop an understanding of their ovm leadership styles and the
situation in which they find themselves, i-n order to become more effective
Ittttl tnort'r'onsitlcr,'rl('. llc pointcrl orrt t'lrat th<.r.rrvironmt.nl mity he tlrc
key variable.
CAFTAS is only one descriptive technique that has been used in
analyzing behaviors in physical activity settings. In a comparative study,
Bai-n (1976) used the Implicit Values Instrument for Physical Education in
studying male and female classes in urban and suburban settings.
Signlficant differences were found betrveen Ehe urban and suburban classes
in the areas of autonomy and universalism. Differenees were also noted. in
male and female classes. Bai.n (1976) concluded that class organization
had an influence on values, norms, and student behavior.
Analyzing, the Coaching Environment
The nature of analysis of coaching and coaching behaviors has been
typically formulated from a framework of assumption, tradition, and opinion
(Cratty, L973). Inconsistent findings resulting from research rooted in
11
this type of analysis indicate the apparent need for objective information
in assessing coaching behaviors. Different societal agencies have had a
great deal of influence on the overall perception of the coach. The news
media have created a stereotypic image of the coach, an image readily
identified by the publlc as dominant, aggressive, and authoritative.
Research in coaching assessment has been approached in a variety of
\4rays. Hendry (1973) and LaGrand (1970) chose to study coaches through
specified dimensions of behavior and personality. LaGrand (1970), studying
behavioral characteristics of coaches, used a semantic differential scal-e
in describing a coachrs enEhusiasn, willingness to give individual help,
ability to inspire, and use of discipline. Results of the study indicated
that significant differences existed in characteristics of coaches of
dlfferent sports as viewed by their players. Basketball p]_ayers and
wrestlers rated their coachesf methods of teaching and use of discipline
higher than did both soccer and tennis players. Wrestlers perceived their
coaches as having a greater ability to inspi-re. LaGrand (1970) concluded
that each sPort contained a unique set of behaviors different from any
other sport
In a study by Hendry (1973), behaviors of teachers and coaches were
compared along the dimensions of personality and social orientation.
Forty-eight physical education teachers and 63 coaches, aIl working at the
college leve1' were chosen as subjects and asked to complete a personality
inventory. Teachers were shor.rn to possess qualities of overt sociability,
high aspiration, and drive; whereas, the coaches were more controlled
individuals with restricted ideals and high organizational abilities. On
results obtained frou the six female coaches who participated in Ehe study,
Hendry described them to be extremely self-contained, conventional, and
t2
controlled.
Several researchers have advocated the use of direct observation in
pursuing a more empirical approach Eo the analysis of coaching. Tharp and
Gallimore (L976) indicated that di-rect observation was the most efficient
way of assessing coaching behavior. Agnew (1977), Hirsch (1978), and
Kasson (1974) have acknowledged the need for more effective methods of
observing coaching behavior and have demonsErated means for reaching that
goa1.
Tharp and Gallimore (Lg76) were prompted to investigate the coaching
behavior of John Wooden from an interest in educational method, labeling
irlooden as a master teacher whose techniques were worthy of researching.
They used a traditional observer system that consisted of categories such
as reinforcement, punistunent, modeling, and instruction. Two additional
categories, scold/instruction and hustle, were needed to fully depict the
behaviors elicited by Wooden. Results indicated that over 50% of Woodents
coaching behavior was instructionally oriented.
Smith, Smo1l, and Hunt (L977) constructed the Coaching Behavior
Assessment System (CBAS) in order to code and analyze the behaviors of
athletic coaches in naturalistic settings. The GBAS consisted of L2
behavioral categories derived from content analysis of coaching behaviors
during practices and games. The researchers concluded that the CBAS could
be used with varying effectiveness to anaLyze different sports. Baseball
and vol1eybal.1 were found to be easily coded due to the discrete nature of
the events. Sports, like basketball and soccer, were more difficult to
code because coachesr behaviors were less easily traced.
Bain (1978) used a \976 revision of the Irnplicit Values Instrument
for Physical Education in conducting an indepth investigation of values
13
and norms implicit in secondary school physical education classes and
athletic team practices. Autonomy, competitive achievement, instructional
achievement, orderliness, privacy, specificity, and universalism were the
seven dimensions used in assessing the val-ues of the subjects. Bain (1978)
concluded that female subjects scored higher on prlvacy and instructional
achievement. Coaches scored higher than teachers on privacy, instructional
achievement, and specificity. Teachers scored higher than coaches in the
unlversalism d imension.
Kasson (1974), as the first researcher to use interaction analysis in
evaluatlng interaction patEerns of physical educators while teaching and
coaching, reported a significant difference in the amount of verbal and
nonverbal behavior displayed by three male physical educators during
teaching and coaching sessions. It was found that direct behavior was
used in both environments.
Agnew (1977), using CAFIAS, explored the differences in the behavioral
patterns of female secondary physical educators while teaching and coaching.
It was discovered that there vrere, in fact, significant differences ln
behavlors between teaching and coaching sessions. In the coaching session
a varlety of behaviors were coded in contrast to the direct behavlor
observed in the teaching session. There existed greater interaction
between the athlete and coach and more athlete inltlated behavior as a
result of the coachts suggestion in the coaehlng sessions than Ln the
classroom. Female instructors were also found to use more praise and
acceptance in the coaching setting as opposed to the classroom.
In a unique combination of interaction analysis and a separate measure
of social climate, Hirsch (1978) used CAFIAS and the Group Environment
Scale (GES) to investigate coaching behaviors from two distinct environments.
L4
Scores from Forms R and I of the GES were used to discriminate teams into
those considered satisfied with their environments and those who were not
satisfied. Rehavioral differences of coaches in each of the thTo groups
were ascertained using eight CAFIAS variables. Hirsch (1978) concluded
that in satisfied envi,ronments there existed greater athlete-coach
interaction and more pupil-initiated behaviors, both teacher and st.udent
suggested. It was also found that coaches in the saLisfidd environment
used more praise and acceptance, verbal and nonverbal, during the coaching
practices.
Social Climnte
In response to a demand for greater empiricism in coaching technology,
sport researchers have recently adopted various systematic approaches to
artalyze the athletic experience (Agnew, L974; Hirsch, 1978; Kasson, 1974).
One of these approaches has sought to isolate the social climate of athletic
teams as a means of monitoring coach-player interactions. In contrast to
the extensive research concentrating on social climate that has been
conducted in the areas of industry and the rnilitary, little work has been
done in education and almost none in athletics. According to Kiritz and
Moos (1974), the psychosocial environment is comprised of interactions
among people. The people in their interactions create an atmosphere that
may be unique to that environment. Translated into sport terms, the
athletic social environment is actually a composition of interactions
between coach and athlete. It is through an exploration of these
interactions that an i-mprovement of the athletic experience may result
(Hirsch, 1978).
The first research dealing with social climate, conducted by Henry
Murray in 1938, conceptualized a model illustrating interactions between
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personality needs and envlronmental Press (Murray, 1963). Murray (1963)
described the individual as having certain needs, and the strength of these
needs characterizes personality. Environmental press is defined in terms
of tlrlngs that would scrve Lo poEenf ial ly satis[y or f rustr':ttc t]resc needs.
Murray (1963) stressed the importance of this model, emphasizing that two
organisms may behave differently only because Ehey are, by chance,
encountering different conditions. Moos (L976) suggests that the way in
which an environment is arranged is responsible for much of the influence i
exerted on behavior so as to promote growth and development in a socially
acceptable fashion.
As the first researcher to explore social climate in the classroom,
Withall (1949) identified the teacher as the single most important
individual in determining class climate. withall (1949) defined social-
emotlonal climate as being a group phenomenon, largely determined by verbal
behavior. He devised the Climate Index to assess the influence of the
teacher through an analysis of statements made by rhe teacher.
Lippitt and White (1943) recorded significant behavior change
lO-year old boys who were subjected to different educatlonal climates,
labeled as democratic, authoritarian, and laissez-faire. Lippitt and
White (1943) indicated that social clirnate is a factor worth considering
in observing teacher and student behaviors and demonstrated that social
climate could be deliberaEely controlled by role-playing teachers. Further
work in this area led White and Llppitr (1968) to concltrde that dlFferent r,
,-{
leadership styles produce different social climate resulting in different
group and individual behavior.
In studies done to assess the climate at colleges and universities,
Pace and Stern (1958) used the College Characteristics Index (CCI). They
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viewed the college culture as a complex environmental press which may be
related to the correspondi-ng complex of personal needs. Students t/ere
asked to answer specific Ertre-false questions about the environmental
climate. In studies compleEed aE five instituEions, the CCI was
administered to 423 students and 71 faculty. In characterizing the
insti.tution, it was indicated that students and faculty perceived their
environment in a similar fashion.
Schmuck and Schmuck (1975) described classroom climate as the feeling
tones of the group. The interpersonal relationships students encounter in
regards to their classmates, or the levels of competence and skil1 that
students perceive themselves to have, encourage positive feelings about
school and increased involvement in classroom tasks. Even though there is
general agreement about social climate there have been few direct and
detailed empirical analyses that have been made of the characteristics of
positive and negative classroom climates.
Walberg (1969) cites the fact that authors for the past few years have
been investigating classroom measures of social environment and their
correl-ations with learning. The Learning Environment Scale defi-nes
environment using the extent of student agreement with statements describing
the class. It was found that a satisfying and socially cohesive environment
encouraged high rates of achievement and understanding in the classroom.
Social climate research can rhus be vievred in light <lf inferences
made regarding groups. These lnferences t.ake on a variety of dimensions--
often focusing on leadership and cohesion. It was Withall (1949) who first
identified the teacher as singularly important in determining classroom
climate. White and Lippitt (1968) further concluded that the person in
position of leadership is very often responsible for the climate of the
L7
group and consequently plays a major determining factor in the productivity
of the group itself. Studies done by tlalberg (1969) and Schmuck and
Schmuck (1975) lllustrated the importartce of group cohesion in reporting
the increased likelihood of higher achievement with socialJ.y cohesive
groups. These two dimens.ions of leadership and cohesion have often
appeared in the sport literature.
The Role of the Coachrs Leadership in Social Climate
In viewing leadership in a sport settlng, the coach emerges as the
prominent figure in the l-eadership hierarchy in a team envlronment. Frost
(1971) describes the coach as the single most important factor in
influencing the personality, the character, and the development of the
participant. The coach is looked upon as the acknowledged Broup leader,
a role inherent in the fabric of the coaching profession. Fiedler (L967)
stated that the performance of a group depends on both the nature of the
group and the leaderrs style of lnteracting with group members. Fiedler
(1967) pointed out that leader effectiveness bears directly upon group
effectiveness as seen by the group output, its morale, and by the
satisfaction of its members.
In a study conducted by Keane (1976a), coach-leader behavior factors
were explored. The study consisted of an exploration of the relarionship
of sex, coach behavior, leadershlp style, and coach-player interaction in
a unlversity setting. Playersr perceptions of coachesr leadership behavior
were recorded using the Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire. The
Least Preferred Co-worker Scale was given to each coach to measure
leadership styles. It was found that there rras no difference between coachts
sex and the coachfs leadership sty1e.
In 1969 Percival (Cratty, Lg73) began a series of studles on leadership
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of coaches. His interest in the topic was prompted by his own self-analysis
and realization that the manner in which he perceived himself as a coach
\"ras inconsistent with the manner in which others perceived him. The
incompatibility was especially evident with observations of his athletes
as contrasted with his own judgments (Cratty, 1973).
Percival, between 1969 and tg7i^, tested 382 Canadian athletes and
65 coaches from 25 sports (Cratty, 1973). Athletes were asked to rate
coaches on a 10-point scale while coaches rated themselves. Self-ratings
and athlete ratings differed by about 40 percentage points. Coaches rated
themselves about 7 on a l0-point scale while athletes ranked them 4 on Ehe
same lQ-point scale (Cratty, 1973). These rankings were broken down into
four general areas: personality, techniques and methods, mechanics' and
knowledge. Personality was the area in which there was the greatest
degree of discrepancy. Seventy-two Percent of the coaches perceived
themselves as having a positive coaching personality. Coaches were given
a negative evaluation by 667" of the 382 athletes. Twenty-four percent of
the athletes gave their coaches a positive ranking. It was also found that
players from team sports rated their coaches higher than did those from
individual sports. Athletes with more experience, who competed at higher
levels, tended to be more critical of coachest leadership.
The Role of Cohesion in Social Climate
Bird (1978) discussed the concept of cohesion in a group Process
context. Group processes, according to Bird (1978), lsere those relations
or intermember dynamics that took place along structural paths, dependent
on structure and quality of output of the group. Bird, using the label
group processes, was in essence describing those interactions Kiritz and
Moos (L974) identified as proponents of psychosocial environmenEs. These
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group processes are specified as key factors in the successful or
unsuccessful performance of sport teams. Of all the elements that are
identified with group process, social cohesion receives the most attentlon.
Described as being the sum of all forces that act upon memhers so they
remain in the group, Hagstrom and Selvin (1965) defined cohesion in terms
of social satisfaction and soclometric cohesion. Social satlsfaction was
the satisfaction with the group and the influence of the group on
significant behavior. Sociometric cohesion hras the amounE of positive
effect that can be attributed to team membership. Although wlth rnany
successful teams there appeared to be a high degree of team cohesion (Bird,
1977; Klein & Christiansen, 1969; Martens & Peterson, L976), studi.es
relating structural dimensions to degree of cohesion found that it cannot
be said that cohesion causes success, or success increases cohesion.
Bird (L977) tested a model capable of predicting team success
regardless of skill level by evaluating five dependent variables, two
measures of cohesion, and three measures of leadership. It. was found that
both measures of cohesion revealed significantly greater cohesion within
successful teams. The two measures of cohesion were factors most capable
of discriminatlng between successful and unsuccessful teams. Leader
behavior had very little influence on the total predictive power of the
model.
The relationship of cohesion and team performance was studied by Klein
and Christiansen (1969) using a short, sociometric questionnaire. Results
of the study support the hypothesis that cohesion facilitates effectiveness
of the Broup.
In a study using intramural basketball teams, Martens and Peterson
(1976) assessed different levels of cohesiveness and their influence on the
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effectiveness and individual member satisfaction of these teams. On the
basis of their research Martens and Peterson (1976) concluded that high
cohesive teams win significantly more games than do low cohesive teams.
Group Environment Scale
Moos (L974), as an investigator of environmental determinants of
behavior, cited social climate as a major identifiable characteristic of
human envi-ronments. It was Moosf O976) contention that the arrangement
of the environment is probably the single most powerful influence on
behavior.
Investigations under the direction of Moos, Insel, and Humphrey
(197 4) at the Social Ecology Laboratory at Stanford University resulted in
the development of the Social Clirnate Scales, nine instruments deslgned to
assess the natural social environuent. One of these nine instruments, the
Group Environment Scale (GES), is designed to assess social cliurate in
social, task-orient.ed groups. The GES was developed in an effort to
distinguish dimensions among different groups. Initially, a 211-item forn
was created by drawing items from other scales used in measuring social
climates.
Form A of the GES was given to leaders in 26 groups and members of 30
groups. lncluded in the sample were six different types of groups: five
sensitivity training groups, seven ouEpatient groups, six inpatient therapy
groups, four mutual support groups, five recreational groups, and three
executive action groups. Leadership varied among the groups, some having
no leader, others having leadership elected by the members, and leadership
in others established by an external source. The purpose of the
administration of Form A was to make the GES applicable to a wide range of
groups (Moos, Insel, & Humphrey, L974).
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The original 211-iten form was then reduced to a 9O-item questionnalre.
Each item was evaluated and four crl-terla were used to reduce the scale.
The four criteria were as follows: each item should discrinlnate
significantly among groups at the .05 level, the overall itern split should
be as close to 5G-50 as possible to avoid items characteristic onl-y of
extreme groups, items should correlate nore highly with their own than with
any other subscale, and each of the subscales should have an equal number
of true-false responses (Moos, Insel , & Hr:rnphrey, L974).
Kiritz and Moos (Lg74) indicate that there are six major ways of
assessing and characterizing human environments: ecological analysis,
behavioral settings, organizational structure, personal and behavior
characterlstics of indivldual members of a particular environment,
functional analysis of environments in terms of social reinforcement
contingencies, and perceived social clinate. Perceived social climate is
a most recent and promising field of study that analyzes the general norms,
values, and other psychosocial characteristics of diverse environments
(riritz & Moos, L97h)
Moos (L976) identifies common underl-ying patterns of various social
environments and groups theu into three broad categories: relationship
dimension, personal developnent dimension, and system mainEenance
dimension. The relationship dimension encompasses both the nature and the
intensity of personal rel-ationships as they appear withln the environment.
The personal development dimenslon, also called the personal growth
dimensLon, assesses the extent to which the group encourages lts members
to be independent and self-reliant, the practicality of the groupsl
actions, the degree to which personal mat.ters are revealed, and the extent
to which the expression of angry feellngs is emphasized. Systen malntenance
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and system change dimensions rel-ate to the orderly and coherent manner used
in changing and irnproving the group program or structure.
Studies conducted by Baurn and llutter (L974), Duncan and Brill (L977),
Menard (Lg74), and Schroeder (1979) verified that the GES is indeed
effective in accurately discriminating between groups that are content with
their situation and those that are in need of change. The importance of a
GES assessment lies not only in lts function in establishing a distinction
between groups but also in the fact that the informatlon from the GES
pinpoints problem areas, thus aiding both researchers and practitioners in
constructing suggesti.ons for improving relationships.
In the only study where the GES was used to assess an athletic
environment, Hirsch (1978) administered Forms R and I to 20 high school
male basketball teams and thelr coaches as a means ol= determinJng those
teams satisfled with the dlmensions of their particular environment and
those who were less satisfled. Based on those various dimensions, two
different -athletic environments were distinguished and behavior patterns
were analyzed. Comparisons between athletesr and coachesr perceptions were
formulated using information obtained from the GES.
Hirsch (1978) concluded that in satisfled environments there existed
greater athlete-coach interaction and more aEhlete lnitiated behaviors than
in less satisfied environments. He also found that coaches in a more
satisfied environment r{rere more likely to demonstraEe praise and acceptance
in both verbal and nonverbal behavior. It was found that coaches per:celved
their environments as more ideal than their athletes; whereas, their
athletes lndicated that their present team atmosphere was in need of change.
In regard to team di.mensionality, satisfied teams rrere generally coheslve,
well-organized, and had strong leader support and control. Those teams that
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were less satisfied lacked cohesion and leader supporE.
Suurnary
' In improvlng the quallty of coach-athlete lnteraction, researchers
have been conducting studies using a technique called interaction analysis
(Agnew, L977,; Hirsch, L978; Kasson, L974). Interaction analysis has been
used extensively in physical education research, and it has emerged as an
appropriate technique in assessing athletic environments.
Several researchers have advocated a tnore enpirical approach to Ehe
analysis of coaching. Agnew (L977), Kasson (1974), and LaGrand (1970) have
acknowledged the need for more effecti.ve methods of observlng coaching
behavior and have demonstrated different means of pursuing that goal.
One of the most popular interactlon analysis systems, the Flandersr
Interaction Analysis System (FIAS), functions to accurately determine
teacher-student lnteraction through verbal behavior alone. A slgnlficant
modiflcation of FIAS, the Cheffers' AdgpEation of Flandersf Interactlon
Analysis System (CAFIAS), was developed to assess human behaviors in terms
of verbal and nonverbal dimensLons as well as identlfying teaching agents
and the structure of the activity sessions
Studies done by Agnew (L977) and Kasson (1974) have provided
information concerning the role of verbal and nonverbal behavior in
teaching and coaching. According to Agnew (L977) 
' 
more puplI initiated
behavior was observed in coaching environments. Kasson (L974) found that
more direct behavior was observed in both teachLng and coachlng
envlronments.
Hirsch (1978) conducted a study using CAFIAS and the Group Environment
Scz te (GES) in investigating coaching behavior from two distinct
enr,-tronments, labeled satisfied and less satisfied. The GES measured the
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social climate of groups, r4rith behaviors identified using CAFIAS. A
relationship was drawn between behaviors that occurred in satisfied
environments and those behaviors that occurred in less satlsfied
environments. It was found that greater athleEe-coach interaction and
more pupil initiated behaviors were displayed in satisfied environments
than in less satisfied environments. This type of research should lead
to improved interaction between coaches and athletes, resulting in a more
satisfactory athletic experience for both parties.
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Selection of subJects, methods used to assign teams to an envlronment,
and the test lnstruments used to measure social climate as well as the
differences between the two environments will be discussed in this chapter.
Statistlcal procedures applied to the data will also be described.
Selection of Subjects
Twenty female secondary school basketball teams and their coaches
from schools in the Central New York State area served as subjects for
this study. Informatlon obtained from the two forms of the Group
Environment Scale was the criteria used for classifying teams as either
satlsfied or less satl-sfied.
Upon visltlng each school, coaches and players were given informed
consent forms explaining the specific detalLs of the study. Coaches were
introduced to the two data collection devices, interaction analysis and
the Group Environment Scale, and informed of thelr purposes. Both parties
were made aware that information would be kept confidential. Each subject
was also given the option of not participating or w'Ithdrawlng from the
study at wil1.
Test,ing Instrumentg
The following test instruments were used in this study:
1. Cheffers' Adaptation of Flanders' Interactlon Analysls System
(CAFIAS) was used to code coach-athLete interactlon patterns and behavior.
The primary purpose of thls system is to evaluate and record both verbal
and nonverbal behavior ln the physlcal education setting. Behaviors were
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recorded every 3 seconds or whenever a particular behavior change was noted.
The categories of CAFIAS are presented in Appendix A.
2. Moos, Insel, and Humphreyts (1974) Group Environment Scale was
designed to provide information about the characteristics of diverse social
environments of task-oriented groups. Coaches and athletes were
administered two forms of the GES. Form R measured the athletesr and
coaches I pereeption of the climate that actually existed on their teams and
Form I measured how the athletes and coaches perceived an ideal climate. A
comparison of these two sets of data resulted in the cl-assification of
teams as either satisfied or less satisfied with their athletic environment.
The variables used to classify the environment were cohesion, leader
supPort, expressiveness, independence, task orientation, sel-f-discovery,
anger and aggression, order and organization, leader control, and
innovation.
The GES is a 9O-item test that takes approximately 15 minutes to
complete (Moos, Insel, & Humphrey, L974). Moos, using internal
consistencies (Kuder-Richardson Formula 20), average item-to-scale
correlations, and subscale intercorrelat.ions, evaluated the psychometric
characteristics of the GES Forn R subscales. The internal consistencies,
ranging from .86 to .61, were all acceptable. Overall internal consistency
scores included one below .70, five between .70 and .79, and four that were
.80 and higher. The average item-to-subscale correlations varied from
moderate (.42 for independence) to very substantial (.65 for anger and
aggression, .64 f.or cohesion and order and organization) (Moos, Inse1, &
Humphrey, L974).
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Procedure
Each coach was personally contacted by the investigator and instructed
on the procedures lnvolved ln the study. Two visits were made to each
school, with the flrst and second visits being approxirnately a week apart.
Each visi-t consisted of 30 ninutes of videotaping and, at the conclusion
of practice, the adninistration of one of the two forms of the GES. Form R
was given during the first visit while Form I was administered at the
conclusion of the second visitation. The GES was glven to both players
and coaches to compare the way in which coaches perceived their environment
in relation to the rray their athletes perceived it. Comparlsons were also
made between athl-etesr perceptions of their environmenE in relatlon to an
ideal envlronment, between coachest perceptions of thelr environment and
an ideal environment, and between athletesr and coachesr perceptions of an
ideal environment. The videotaping provided an accounE of the coaching
behavlors displayed during each practlce session.
Scoring of Data
Information from the GES was formul-ated by using a transparent
overlay used to score both forms of the test. A raw score for each of the
10 varlables was found for each of the two forms. These scores \Jere
recorded by adding up the number of ltems of each subscale that best
described the di.mension being evaluated. The raw scores for each form for
each team were then changed to mean scores. Mean scores were derived by
adding up all of the responses for each form and dividing by the number of
athletes per team. The mean difference between each of the 10 variables
in Form R and I for each team formed a cumulative mean total of all- of the
variable di.fferences. Through the use of a median split the 20 teams were
divided into two groups. Those teans that were least discrepant were
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designated as satlsfied with their environment with the remaining teams
being deslgnated as less satlsfied.
_Coaer nsffaUifr_ty
The Spearman rank-order correlation \das the statistical procedure used
in determlning coder reliability. Two randomly selected practi-ce sessions
were coded at two different times by Dr. Victor H. Mancini., and subjected
to the Spearman rank-order correlation (see Appendix B).
Treatuent of Data
Informati.on frou the Group Environment Sca1e (GES) was treated to a
multivariate analysis of variance to determine overall differences between
satlsfied and less satisfied groups across the 10 GES variabl-es (Harris,
L975). Slgnificant differences rrere treated. with follow-up analyses, using
analysis of variance and discrlurinant function analysis. ANOVA identified
which of the 10 GES variables contributed independently to differences
between the two groups. Discriminant function analysis tested the
individual GES variables dependently, accounting for Ehe shared variance
among thern (Spector, L977).
Using mean scores from the GES, figures vrere constructed comparing
athletest perceptions of their environment in relation to an ideal
environment, coaches' perceptions of their environnent in relation to an
ideal envlronment, and athletest and coachest perceptions of an ideal
environment.
Multivariate analysis of variance was performed on the eight variables
of CAFIAS to determine whether dlfferences in coaching behaviors exlsted
between the satisfied and less satisfied groups (Harris , Lg75). ANovA
located which of the eight CAFIAS variables contributed independently to
differences between the two groups. rn testing the CAFTAS variables
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dependently, discriminant function anal-ysis identified those variables
accounting for the shared variance among them (Spector, L977).
Surmary
T\renty female secondary school basketball teams and their coaches ln
the Central New York State area comprised the population used to compare
the behaviors of coaches from two dlstinct environments. During each of
the two vlsits made to each team, the practice sesslon was videotaped and
a form of the GES was administered.
Information from the GES was tabulated using a transparent overlay
whlch eliclted raw scores. The raw scores for each form for each team were
then changed to mean scores by adding up all of the responses for each form
and dividing by the number of athletes per tean. Through the use of a
median split teams were divided into satlsfied and less satisfied.
The GES data were subjected to multivariate analysis of variance to
determine overall group differences between the satlsfied and less
satisfied group. Slgnificant differences lrere treated to two follow-up
analyses, analysis of variance and discriminant function analysis.
Mean scores from the GES were used to construct flgures comparing
athl-etest perceptions of their environment in relation to an ideal
environment, coachesr perceptions of their environment in relation to an
ideal environment, and athLetest perceptions of an ideal environment.
overall group differences rrere determlned for the eight CAFTAS
variables using a multivariate anal-ysis of variance. Analysis of variance
located those varlables that contrlbuted independently to dlfferences
between the two groups while discriminant function analysis identifled
those variables accounting for the shared variance among them.
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Table 2
cel1 Means for the Analysis of variance for the satisfied and
Less SaEisfled Envlronment on Elght CAFIAS Variables
CAFlAS Variables              satisfied Croup     Less Satisfied
(n = 10)        Group (■= 10)
M        SD        M      sD       F
Coach Use of Questioning,
Verbal 15.00 5.11 5 .76 4.56 10. 75*
Coach Use of Questioning,
Nonverbal 12.22 17.82 7.34 LO.79 2.00
Coach Use of Acceptance
and Praise, Verbal 63.61 4.10 16.61 L2.g5 Z73.S4x
Coach Use of Acceptance
and Prai.se, Nonverbal 73.81 L2.38 25.38 Lg.26 111.07*
AthLete Verbal Initiation,
Coach Suggestlon 86.71 15.35 64.00 25.36 g.31*
Athlete Nonverbal Initiation,
Coach Suggestion 63.47 25.40 32.55 27.55 11.67*
Athlete Verbal Initiarion,
Athlete Suggestion 8.14 6.g1 11.95 8.80 L.g7
Athlete Nonverbal Inltiation,
Athlete Suggesrlon 5.46 6.26 10.37 9,L4 1.43
2 く .05
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Table 3
Dlscrlminant Function Anal-ysis and percentage of
Contributlon of the Elght CAFIAS Varlables
Varlable Ranking standardized percentage of
Discrlminant Contribution
lfetghting ro rhe
Discriminant
FunctLon
Coach Use of Acceptance and Pralse,
Verbal .807 65.L2
Athlete Verbal InltiaElon, Athlete
Suggestion .467 21.80
Athlete Nonverbal Initlatlon, Athlete
Suggestion .236 5.57
Coach Use of Questloning, VerbaL .ZO9 4.37
Athlete Verbal Inltlation, Coach
Suggestion .L42 2.02
Athlete Nonverbal Initiation, Coach
Suggestlon .106 L.Lz
Coach Use of Acceptance and Praise,
Nonverbal 
.018 .03
Coach Use of Questloning, Nonverbal -.013 .OO
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be seen ln Table 4. Extended interpretative drills or scrimmage by the
athletes, (10-8\,8\-10) as the dominant behavlor pattern for the satisfled
8r()rr[), occurrecl ')].O2'/" as comp:rred to tlre same behavior patEern occurrlng
ln the less satlsfied group 20.1214. rn rhe less satisfied group the
dominant behavior pattern exhlbited was extended athlete narrow response
(10-S) indicating that practices ln the less satisfied environmenr
consisted of drills more mechanlcal rather than interpretative in nature.
Extended information giving by the coach (5-5) occurred 7.72% in the
satisfied grouP; whereas, in the less satlsfied group, ext.ended information
giving by the coach (5-5) occurred a greater percentage of time at 12.071(.
Coaches in the less satisfied environments exhibited a conspicuous lack of
pralse and acceptance in comparison to satisfied teams. The satlsfied
grouP was characterized by the occurrence of interpretative athlete
behavior followed by coachesr praise (8\-2) and coach praise followed by
athlete interpretative behavior (2-8\)
compari-sons were also drawn fron the mean percentage of GAFTAS
behaviors between the satisfied and less satisfied groups. Flgure 1
graphically illustrates these comparisons. Results for the satisfied
group indicated coach praise, verbal and student to student interaction
were the prominent behaviors. The less satisfied group was characterized
by greater mean percentages of informatlon giving, verbal and nonverbal;
coach direction giving, verbal and nonverbal; athlete narrow behavior,
nonverbal; and student to student interactlon, nonverbal.
Multivariate Analysis of Variance
of Group Envlronment Scale Data
Multivariate analysis of variance (MANovA) was used to analyze
information from the GES to determine overall differences between satisfied
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Table 4
Sumnary of Most Freqrrcnt rnteraction patterns and percenEage
of occurrence among the Top 10 cells of women Basketball
Coaches for Sati-sfled and Less Satlsfied Groups
Satisfied Less Satisfied
InteracEion ll of.
PatEerns Times
7" of
Occurrence
Interaction // of
Patterns Times
7" of
Occurrence
10-8｀
8ヽ-10
5-5
8 -ヽ2
10-8
5-8ヽ
2-8ヽ
8-5
6-8
6-8＼
15.40
15.62
7.72
7.50
6.86
5.29
5.34
4.78
4.63
3.98
5-5
6-8
10-8＼
8-6
8-10
10-8
5-6
8-5
8-8
8 -ヽ10
12.07
9.87
9。29
5.46
8.79
8.65
4.99
5。98
21。74
10.83
10
9
8
8
7
7
6
5
5
5
10
10
9
9
8
8
8
7
6
6
10-8\ athlete to athlete interpretative drills and scrimrage
8\-10 athlete to athlete interpretative drills and scrimmage
5-5 extended information giving by the coach
8\-2 i-nterpretative athlete behavior followed by coaches' praise
10-B athlete to athlete predictable behavior
5-8\ coach information followed by athlete interpretative behavior
?
?
Table 4 (continued)
2-8\ coach praise followed by athlete interpretative behavior
8-5 aEhlete narrow behavior followed by coach information glving
6-8 coach direction followed by athlete narror{ behavlo;
O-Ar coach direction followed by athlete interpretative behavior
8-6 athlete narrow response followed by coach direction
B-10 athlete to athlete predictable response
5-6 coach information giving followed by coachesr information
8-8 extended athletest narrow response
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and less satisfied groups across 10 GES variables (Harris, 1975). The
MANOVA results for the l0 GES varlables revealed Ehat the groups were
significantly different, 0 = .332, (1, 4, 81.5), p < .01.
Seven GES variables were found to be statistlcally slgnificant in
differentiating between the satj-sfied and less satisfled groups as
identified through an analysis of variance. As presented in Table 5, the
seven significant variables included cohesion, leader support, independence,
task orientation, anger and aggression, order and organizaEion, and
innovation.
Discriminant function analysis determlned the amount of variance
accounted for by each of the 10 GES variables dependently. As is shor^m
in Table 6, innovation contributed 36.657. to the discriminant function.
Leader support and cohesion, accounting for 21.80% and L7.L47.
respectively, contributed significantly to the discriminant function.
The remaining seven variables contributed less than 25% to the
discriminant function.
Comparisons of Group Environment Scale Data
Through a comparison of the two forms of the GES, Form R (real) and
Form I (ideal), specifi.c areas in which athletes and coaches perceived a
need for change were identified. Those that showed the least amount of
discrepancy in the 10 GES variables (Form R-I) were designated as
satisfied. Conversely, teams havlng a greater discrepancy were labeled
as less latisfied. These discrepancies on each varlable can be identlfied
by looking at the individual flgures of each team (Figures 2-21). The 10
satisfled teams had cumulative mean scores ranging from 5.6 to 8.5 while
the less satisfied group had a range of 9.4 to 18.4. These results were
obtained by taking the differences between each variable on Form R
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Cell Means for the
Less Satisfied
Table 5
Analysis of Variance for the Satlsfled and
Envlronment on 10 GES Variables
GES Variables Satisfied Group
SD
Less Satisfied
Group
SD
?? ?? ?
?
Cohesi-on
Leader Support
Expressiveness
Independence
Task 0rientation
Self-discovery
Anger and Aggression
Order and Organization
Leader Control
Innovation
7.63
8.23
4.53
6.01
7.20
4.12
4.33
6.72
7.06
4.30
1.60
.36
2.13
1.63
1.24
2.05
。24
1.69
1.45
1.71
*32.06
29.gg*
3.44
L2.26*
2t.87*
5.39
17 .60*
20.68*
5.73
37.48*
6.97   2.22
7.32   1.70
5.26   1.88
5。29   1.64
6.13   1.91
3.82   1.87
5。94   2.25
6.06   1.98
6.94   1.5
3.97   1.56
oP t 
.01
?
?
??
Table 6
Discriminant Function Analysis
Contribution of the 10 GES
and Percentage of
Variables
Variable Ranking S tandardized
Discrimlnant
Weighting
Percentage of
Contributlon
to the
Discrimlnant
Furrc t lon
Tnnova t 1on
Leader Support
Cohesion
Expressiveness
Sel f-d iscovery
Order and Organization
Anger and Aggression
Tndependence
Le;rder Cont rol
Task 0rientation
。604
.467
.414
-。268
.248
.222
-。196
.133
.■■0
-.021
36.65
21.80
17.14
7.18
6.15
4.93
3.84
1.77
1.21
.04
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and Form I and
differences.
making a cumulative total of all of the variable
Cqp_qli .ro.,q_ o f A ULl3lql_lgl c epl1g" s_ o f
Real and Ideal Athletic Environments
for the Satisfied Group
Team A, represented in Figure 2, indicated a high degree of
satisfaction with their environment. The team's overall cumulative mean
scor(: wils '>.6t. (il'lS resrrlLs slrow thirt athletes agreed quife closely on
all 10 of the GES vari-ables, partlcularly on leader support and leader
control. There was also strong agreement on fho variahles oI cotr<,sion
and independence. 'Ihe group profile does, however, reflect the athletes'
need for greater innovation and order and organization.
Team B, illustrated in Figure 3, appears to be practically oriented,
and despite an already moderate emphasis on order and organizaEion, the
athletes would like to see even more. With a cumulative mean score of
5.73, this was a very satisfied team. There is close agreement on the
vlrr:iab1.es of r:olrcsion, lnnovation, and teader contro.l . The athletes
expressed a specific concern for an exhibition of less anger and
aggression.
Team C, with a satisfactory cumulative mean score of 6, illustrated
nearly ideal opinions on the levels of cohesion and task orientation
present on their team, indicating a very elose-knit and practical group.
Members, as can be seen in Figure 4, were in close agreement on the
variables of independence and self-discovery. There were discrepancles
indicating a need for greater innovation and a decrease in anger and
aggression.
l,'Igrrrt. 'i por'I t-itys lt gr()ul) prol-l lc ol '[eirnr [) ttrat indlcates
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Figure 3. GES (Forrn R & I) for Team B.
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satisfactlon with their environment as is evidenced by a general agreement
on all 10 of the GES variables. A total cumulative mean score of 6.2
indicated a small amount of deviatlon from the athletes I perception of an
ideal environment. The athletes do express a deslre for a great deal of
leader lnput, as shown in their ide.rl r€rpresentatlon of leader support and
leader control, with a need for a slight decrease in expressiveness and
self-discovery.
GES results for Team E are plotted in Figure 6. The cumulatlve mean
score on this team was 6.5. In addition to a high degree of leader
support, the athletes indicate a preference for even stronger leader
input in call-ing for greater leader control. Members of the team l^Iere
satisfied overall with their environment but depicted an ideal situation
as having lncreased levels of expressiveness and self-discovery.
The GES results for Team F, as shor^m in Figure 7, is another
satisfied team with a cumulative mean score of. 6.7. The group profile for
this team indicates a very task oriented group, a finding that may explain
their high degree of cohesion. The athletes also perceive the existence
of ideal levels of independence and innovation. There is a need for
change on the variables of order and organization and leader control '
Figure 8, representing Tean G, shows a satisfled group profile in
exact agreement on the variables of order and organization, and very close
accordance on coheslon, leader suPport, task orientaElon, and innovation'
Team G had a cumulative mean score of 7.8. The athletes exPressed a
desire for increased athlete input as is seen in the difference between
the real and ideal levels of expressiveness, independence' and self-
d i scovery
Teritm g, as a Eeam lerbeled as satlsfied, [rat[ :r cumulative mean score
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of 7.9. As portrayed in Figure 9, Team H lacked group cohesion, and is
in need of increased task orientation. The athletes do perceive the
degrees of expressiveness and innovation as being satisfactory.
The group profile for Team I, illustrated in Figure 10, describes a
team that is, according to its members, much too organized and restrictive,
with an expr:essed desire for less leader input. As can be seen by the
discrepancy on the variable of innovation, the athletes would like to
have an increased variety of activities in their practices. The
cumulatlve mean score for Team I was 8.0.
ResulEs from the GES, plotted in Figure 11, depict the group profile
for Team J, a satisfied team with a cumulative mean score of 8.5.
Athletes perceived thei-r environment as satisfactory, particularly in the
variables of expresslveness and self-discovery. The variables on which
team members indicated a need for lmprovement lncluded cohesion, leader
support, and leader conErol.
Comparisons of Athletesr Perceptions of
Real and Ideal Athletic Environments
J.rr tne less SaU
Team K, as the first of the less satj-sfied teams, had a curnulative
mean score of 9.4. As is shown in Figure 12, Team K was a highly cohesive
group. There is a strong need, however, for an lncrease in both leader
support and leader control with a subsequent decrease in expressiveness
and anger and aggression. The athletes further desired to have a more
task oriented group as weI1.
Team L, as is evidenced by the GES results in Figure 13, illustrates
that the athletes seemed to.feel that the team was too task oriented. A
ctrmulative mean score of 9.8 lndicated a dlscrcpancy great cnorrglr Lo
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Figure 11. GES (Form R & I) for Team J.
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Figure 12. GES (Forrn R & I) for Team K.
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include Team L in the less satlsfactory group. Team members depicted an
Itlt':rl slf rratlorr lrr wltl<:lr tlrey wttrr.l <l rt, l lnr;ulsll somc' <legrct' rtI
expressiveness and anger and aggresslon for an increase in leader
support and leader control.
Team Mts group profile, as seen in Figure 14, described a social
cllmate that was well organized wlth good leadership lnteraction. Team M,
as a member of the less satisfied group, had a cumulative mean score of
LI.25. Members identified that a moderate degree of task orlentation was
not sufficient for their team, indicating that improvement was needed on
that variable. Further slgnificant dlfferences existed on the varlables
of expressiveness, anger and aggression' and innovatlon.
Team N, with a cumulative mean score of 11.63, is characterized by
a high level of anger and aggression and expressiveness, both variables
that athletes would like to have reduced. As is seen in Figure 15, these
attributes may be accountable for the less than desirable level of
cohesion perceived by the athletes. Team members are satisfied with the
amount of task orientation and leader support but express a lack of both
order and organization and leader control.
As shown in Figure 16, Team O possessed almosE ldeal levels of leader
support and leader control, indicating a deslrable amount of leader
interaction. The athletes percelved large dlscrepancles on the variables
of independence, task orientation, anger and aggression, and innovation.
Team O, with a cumulative mean score of L2.78, was designated as less
satisfied.
Figure 17, displaying Team P's profile, indicated that the athleEes
percelved the necessity for an increase on all 10 GES variables. Team
members were relatively satisfied with the varlables of anger and
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Figure U. GES (Forrn R & I) for Team P.
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aggression, order and organization, and leader control. The areas needing
greatest improvement were expresslveness and innovaEion. As a less
satlsfied team, Team P had a cumulative mean score of 13.
Team Q, with a cumulative score of 13.13, is a member of the less
satisfied group. According to Figure 18, signlficant dlfferences existed
on the variables of cohesion, leader support, task ori-entation, and
innovation. Those variables, in addition to independence and order and
organization, were ldentified by athletes as needlng an increase in order
to meet ideal levels.
Figure 19, depictlng the group profile of Team R, portrays a team
possessing much lower levels of cohesion, leader support, anger and
aggression, independence, and order and organizatlon than is desirable.
In contrast to the great discrepancy on those five variables, there is
very 1ittle disagreement on the variables of task orientation, self-
discovery, and leader control. Team Q had a cumulati-ve mean score of L4.
Figure 20 indicated that Team S had seven rather significantly
different variables. Anger and aggresslon was the variable that showed
the greatest difference. Group members desired improvement on leader
support, independence, task orientation, self-discovery, order and
orgatization, and innovatlon. Athletes did perceive the level of team
cohesion as being ldeaI. Team S had a cumulatlve mean score of 15.8.
Team T, with a cumulative mean score of 18.4, displays
dissatisfaction on all 10 of the GES variabl-es, indlcating iurprovement
was needed on all but anger and aggression, whlch the athletes fel-t should
be reduced. These results are portrayed ln the group profile as
illustrated in Figure 21. The group atmosphere suggests Team T lacks
cohesion. Athletes also felt that the amount of leader support,
64
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Figure 18. GES (Forrrr R & I) for Team Q.
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Figure 20. GES (Form R & I) for Tearn S.
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expresslveness, lnclependence, task orlentatlon, order and organlzatlon,
and innovatlon need to be increased considerably. Athletes lndicated that
Ehe team was 1n need of overall change.
Comparisons of Athletest and Coachesr Perceptlons
of Real and Ideal Athletlc Environments
Flgure 22 dLsplays the way in which athletes percelved a real
environment (as measured by the Forn R) i.n contrast to the way in which
coaches perceive a real environment. The satisfied and less satisfied
group results were combined showing all the athletesr perceptions versus
all of the coachest perceptions. On 7 of the 10 GES variables coaches
felt that the athletic environment was better than what the athletes
percelved it to be. The most significant differences were ln the leader
support, self-discovery, and innovatlon. There was close agreement
between coach and player perceptions on the varlables of coheslon, task
orientatlon, order and organization, and leader control. Figure 22 1-ed
to the acceptance of the second hypothesis that there would be a
significant difference between the perceptions of coaches and athletes
of a real envlronment. Coaches generally perceived the group environment
more favorably than dld athletes.
Athletesr perceptions of what their actual environment is as compared
to the way ln which they perceive an ldea1 envlronment is presented i-n
Figure 23. Again the satisfl-ed and less satisfled groups were combined
to provide an overall picture of all the athletes'perceptions. Of the
10 GES variables, seven were identified as being less than ldeal-. The
most significant dlfferences existed ln cohesion, leader supporE, and itnger
and aggression. There was close agreement, however, on the variables of
task orlentation, self-discovery, and leader control. The thlrd
69
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Figure 22. GES (Form R) for athletes & coaches.
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hypothesls, stating that there would be a significant difference betrveen
athletesr perceptions of their environment in relation to an ideal
environment, vras accepted.
Figure 24 portrays coachest perceptlons of a real environment as
compared to an ideal situation. Of the 10 variables coaches perceived
seven as being less than ldeal. The coaches indicated a strong preference
for a reduction in the amount of anger and aggression exhibited by their
teams. This lnformarion served Eo accepE the fourth hypothesis that
there will be a significant difference between coachesr perceptions of
their environment and an ideal environment.
A representation of eoachest and athletesr perceptions of an ideal
athletic environment is illustrated in Figure 25. Coaches perceived an
ldea1 situatlon as contalning hlgher scores on 8 of the 10 CES varlables
when compared t.o athletesr perceptions of an ideal environmenE. Anger and
aggression and innovatlon were the only variables that athletes perceived
higher than coaches. On the basis of the informati,on presented, the
flfth hypothesis, statlng there will be a significant difference between
athletest and coachest perceptions of an ideal environment, was accepted.
Sumnary
Significant differences between satisfied and less satisfied groups
across 10 GES variables were revealed by multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA)
Seven GES vari-ables were identlfled by analysls of variance as being
statistically slgnificant. These lncluded cohesion, leader support,
i-ndependence, task orientation, anger and aggression, order and
organi.zation, and innovation. Discriminant function analysis identified
innovation, leader support, and cohesion as variables significantly
72
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Flgure 24. GES (Form R & I) for coaches.
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Figure 25. GES (Form I) for athletes and coaches.
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contrlbuting to the shared variance.
Multivarlate analysls of variance was used t,o reveal that significant
differences on the eight CAFIAS variables existed between the satisfled
and less satisfled groups. The major hypothesis that there will be a
signlficant difference in behaviors of coaches from different environments
as measured by eight variables identified through the use of CAFIAS was
accepted.
The effect each of the eight CAFIAS variables had lndependent of one
another lras assessed uslng analysis of variance. Results indicate coach
use of acceptance and praise, nonverbal; athlete verbal initiation, coach
suggestion; and athlete nonverbal initiation, coach suggestion were
significant variables. According to information furnished by discriminant
function analysis, the two highest contributing factors rilere coach use of
acceptance and praise, verbal; and athlete initiatlon, athlete suggestlon.
The GES data from Form R and Form I provided the cumulative mean
scores for designating teams lnto either the satisfied or less satlsfled
group. Teams with a low cumulative mean score hrere labeled satisfied wifh
their athletlc environment while the less satisfied group had a higher
cumulat.ive mean score. Fi.gures 2-2I illustrated each teamrs group profile
of both Forms R and I.
Figure 22 dispLayed the way in whlch athletes perceive a real
environment in contrast to the way in which coaches perceive a real
environment. 0n 7 of the 10 GES variables coaches felt their environment
was better than the athletes perceived it to be. The second hypothesis
that there will be a significant difference in the way the coaches percelve
the environnent as compared to the way in which the athletes perceive the
environment was accepted.
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A comparison of a real and ideal environment as perceived by
athletes is presented in Figure 23. Athletes indicated that 7 of the
10 GES variables were less than ideal. The third hypothesis that there
would be significant differences between athletest perceptions of their
environment in relation to an ideal environment was accepted.
The fourth hypothesis that there will be a significant difference
between coachest perceptlons of their environment ancl an ideal.
envlronment was accepted. of the 10 varlables coaches perceived 7
as being less than ideal.
rn contrast Eo athletest perceptions, coaches percelved an ideal
sltuation as containing higher ideal scores on 8 of the 10 GES variables.
on the basis of the information presented, the fifth hypothesis that
there w111 be a slgnificant difference between athletest and coachest
perceptions of an ideal environment was accepted.
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A dlscussion of the results concluded from Ehis investlgation Is
presented in this chapter. This study was initiated ln an attemPt to
determine if the behaviors of coaches vary in two different athletic
environments. In addition to coaching behaviors, athletes? and coachesr
perceptions were compared along different parameters. Athletes satlsfled
with their envi-ronment were comparecl wlth athletes whose environments
were deemed less satisfying. A compartson was also drawn between
athletest and coachesr perceptions of their environments, athJ-etesr
perceptions of their environment in relation to an ldeal environment,
coachesr perceptions of their environments compared to an ideal
environment, and athletest versus coachesr perceptions of an ldeal
environment.
The two different athletic environments were determined as being
satisfled or less satisfied based on the cumulative mean differences on
Form R and Form I of the Group Environment Scale (Moos, Insel, & Humphrey,
1974). Cheffers' Adaptation of Flandersr Interaction Analysis System,
known as CAFIAS (Cheffers, L972), was the testlng instrument used to
determine lf there were behavioral dlfferences between the two groups.
In this study, multlvarlate analysis of varlance indlcated that
slgnificant differences exlsted in coachlng behaviors between the satisfied
and less satlsfied groups. Of the eight CAFIAS variables analyzed
independently frour one another, five were found to be statl-stically
signiflcant as ldentlfied by analysls of varlance. These varLables were
76
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coach use of questioning, verbal; coach use of acceptance and praise,
verbal; athlete verbal inltiation, coach suggestion; and athlete nonverbal
inltlation, coach suggestlon in favor of the satisfled envlronment.
These results coinci-de with those found by Hirsch (197g) i however, the
current study found that the variables of coach use of questioning, verbal
was also significant.
The eight CAFIAS variables were subjected to discriminant function
analysls to determine the amount of shared variance. Two variables, coach
use of acceptance and praise, verbal (65.rzb and athlete verbal
initiation, athrete suggestion (21.907") were indicated as highly
slgnificant discriminators. The high percentage of coach use of
acceptance and praise, verbal suggests that coaches in the saElsfied group
respond to their athletes in a more accepting, praising, and empathetic
manner; whereas, those coaches in the less satisfied environment more
likely exhibited behaviors that were directive and critical. It appears
that coaches in the satisfled environment treated their athletes as more
mature lndividuals, allowing for athlete behavior that was more
interpretative than mechanical in nature. This ls borne out by the high
occurrence of athlete verbal lnitiated behavior, athlete suggestion. This
findlng implies that coaches permitted athletes the freedom to lnteract
with Ehem verbalIy, encouraging athletes to initiate responsibility for
thelr actions, and reinforcing their actions with acceptance and prai.se.
These lnteractions between coach and athletes implied that the athletic
environment was an educational one for the athlete.
These remarks are lent support by a comparison draum from the mean
percentage of CAFIAS behaviors between the satisfied and less satlsfied
groups. Coach pralse, verbal and athlete to athlete i-nteraction were the
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Promlnent behaviors ln the satisfied group. The less satisfled group was
characterized by greater mean percentages of information gl-ving, verbal
and nonverbal; coach direction glving, verbal and nonverbal; athlete
narrol^, bch;rvIor, nonverbal; and student to student lnteracLlon, nonverbal.
I,Ihereas the current study found two variables that slgnlflcantly
discrinlnated between groups, Hirsch (1978) ldentified athlete nonverbal
initiation, athlete suggestion (34.9oi1), coach use of questloning, verbal
(32.407.), and athlete verbal inirlation, athlete suggesrion (21.502) as
significant discriminators. Hirsch (1978) reported coach use of
acceptance and pralse, both verbal and nonverbal, to contribute less than
411 to the discriminant function. Thls is lndeed a large dlfference as
contrasted to the occurrence of coach use of acceptance and praise, verbal
reported ln the current study. The key to the dlfferences that exLsted
between the two st.udles may be athlete experience. I'lale athletes
generally have a greater exposure to team sports by the tlme they have
reached the hlgh school level, with a resultant famlllarity rrith their
particular sPort that would facllitate athlete questioning and athlete
lnitiated behavlors. In contrast, female athletes at the secondary Ievel
are very often parti.clPatlng in organized athletlcs for the first tLme.
Female athletes may require more acceptance and praise because of their
inexperience.
The top 10 ranked cell frequencies and their percentage of occurrence
were determined and found to be different for the satisfled and less
satlsfled grouP. Accordlng to Table 6, certaln behavior patterns did occur
ln both environments, however, thelr percentage of occurrence was dlfferent.
Extended interpretative drllls or scrlrmage by the athletes, as the
dominant behavior pattern for the satisfied groups, occurred 31. O2Z as
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compared to the same behavior pattern occurring in the less satisfled Broup
20.LzZ. The domlnant behavlor pattern exhlbited ln the less satlsfled
group was that of extended athlete narrow response lndicating that
practices 1n the less satisfied environment consisted of drills more
mechanical than interpretatlve in nature. Extended information giving by
the coach was 7.727" i-rr the satisfied group; whereas, in the,less satisfied
group extended informatlon giving by the coach occurred a greater
Percentage of tlme at L2.077". There is a consplcuous lack of acceptance
and praise exhibited by coaches in the less satisfied group. Thls
suggests that the satisfaction of athletes rnight be dependent upon the
amount of praise and acceptance given by the coach, especially in regard
to those athletes who depend upon the response of the coach as a means of
gauging performance. If a situation should arise in which coaches
constant.ly eliclt noncomittal or negative responses to athletes I
performance, it seems 1ike1y that these kinds of athletes who requlre
more prai-se and acceptance will become frustrated with their athletic
experience. This rnay have several effects on the athletes, ineluding a
lowering of athlete self-esteem, or a resentment or lack of respect for
the coach by the athlete.
As can be seen in Table 4, two behavior patterns, interpretative
athlete behaviors followed by coaches' praise (8\-2) and coach praise
followed by athlete interpretative behaviors (2-8\) occurred more
frequently in the satisfied group. Apparently, it is not sufficient for
a coach to randomly furnish athletes with praise. In order for coaches
to produce posltive effects from praising, the coach must praise
selectively. It appears that athletes respond favorably to praise given
by the coach and are more llkely to repeat simllar types of behavior
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patterns. Coaches from the satisfled envlronment seem to have a better
grasp of the athletic situation in that they know the athletic behaviors
that they should praise
rn an lnvestigatlon by Tharp and Gallimore (19i6), Ehe coachr-ng
behavior of John Wooden, basketball coach of UCLA, \iras researched using
a traditional observer system that conslsted of categories such as
reinforcenent, punishment, modeling, and instruction. Results indicated
that a rnajorlty of Lloodenrs coaching behavl-ors $rere instructlonally
oriented' Portraylng Wooden as a disseminator of information. In the
current study coaches from both the satisfied and less satisfied groups
were found to rely on extended information giving, indicating that such
behavior is an integral part of the coaching repertoire. In contrast to
the current study, !,Iooden rrsed very 1ittle outright praise in treating
his athletes. Thls disagreement might be attributed to the type of
athlete with whorn Wooden was dealing. There are several factors that
distlnguish Woodenfs athletes from those athletes used in the current
study. Flrst consider the fact that the athletes Wooden coached were
highly skllled indivlduals. It might be possible that these athl-etes,
having had perhaPs a more mature perspective of the athletic environment
and their performance, did not require a coach to be accepting and
praising to any great extent. There are also the motivational factors
that affected Wooden's athletes, lncludlng the issuance of athletic
scholarshlps, the hope of a national champtonship, and the posslble
recognltlon leadlng to a professional- contract. Because of the maturity
of the athletes, as well- as their own particular motivations, it appears
that Wooden, ln dealing with his athletes, rel-led heavlly on organlzation
and communication rather than rnotivatlon, thus explainlng the sllght
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occurrence of acceptance and pralse i_n hls coaching behaviors.
Agnew (L977) conducted a study in which behavioral patterns of female
secondary physical educators and coaches were explored. The predominant
behavior Patterns eliclted ln the coachlng setting included greater coach-
athlete interactlon and more athlete initiated behavlor as a result of
coachfs suggestion. There exlsted a greater occurrence of praise and
accePtance by the coach as well. These results seem to be in accordance
with results found in the current study. In both environments there
developed a pattern of el-ther extended informatlon giving by the coach or
direction by the coach followed by an lntegrative or mechanical response by
the athlete. The amount of accepEance and pralse demonstrated ln the
satisfied environment concurs with that found in Agnewrs (1977) study,
although it must be reiterated that the less satisfied group showed no
appreclable degree of such behavior.
Moos (1974), as an investigator of environmental determlnants of
behavlor, cited social cllmat.e as a major identifiable characteristic of
human environments. Kiritz and Moos (L974) further contended that
perceived social climate reflects the general norms, values, and other
psychosocial characterlstics of dlverse environments. Moos (1974) and his
associates, prompted by a desire to accurately assess social climate,
developed Ehe Social Clirnate Scales, nine instruments designed to measure
social climate in different. settings. The Group Environment Scale (GES),
one of the Social Climate Scales, was deslgned to assess soclal climate in
soclal, task-orlented groups. Results obtained from the current study
indicated that each of the 20 teams portrayed their environment as unique.
These findings led to the acceptance of the major hypotheses that dealt
with the coachest and athletesr perceptions as recorded on Form R and
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Form I of the GES.
Studles conducted by Baum and Nutter (L974), Duncan and Bri11 (L977),
Hlrsch (1978), Menard (1974), and Schroeder (1979) verlfy the eflectlveness
of the GES ln describing social climates. GES assessment has also been
effectlve ln provlding information about problen areas within groups.
Through a comparlson of results from Form R and I, areas thaE members are
not satlsfied wlth may be changed. The current study found the GES to be
an effecttve tool ln ldentlfylng speclflc areas in need of change.
Information from the GES also served as the crlterlon for separatlng teams
into satLsfied and less satisfied groups.
Athletesr and coachesr perceptLons were compared using the information
provided by the GES. Figure 22 lllustrates rhar on 7 of the 10 cES
varlables coaches felt that the athletlc envirorunent \ilas more posltlve
than what the athletes perceived lt to be. These results led to the
acceptance oE the second hypothesis that there would be significant
differences between the perceptlons of coaches and athletes of a real
envLronment. These flndJ.ngs are consistent with results reported by both
Hlrsch (1978) and Percival (Cratty, 1973), tv/o sport researchers who also
explored the perceptlons of athletes and coaches. Hirsch (1978) conducted
a study similar to the one currently belng discussed. He too reported
that coaches depicted thelr envLronments more positively than did thelr
athletes. Percival (cratty, 7973), in comparing the self-ratings of
coaches wlth athletesr raElngs of coaches, concluded that athletest
perceptLons of coaches were signiflcantly less than the perceptlons coaches
had of themselves. From the evidence furnished from Ehese rhree studles
lt appears that athletes share a more negative perspectlve of the athletlc
envi.ronment than do their coaches. The negativi$r exhibited by the
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athletes may Perhaps be nothing more than a natural crlticism of the
group by the group members.
A comparlson of athlete responses on Form R and I of the GES reflected
signlflcant dlfferences between the athletes r perceptions of their envlron-
ment ln relation to an ldea1 environment. An ideal environment, as
expressed by the athletes, is one ln whlch the leve1s of coheslon and
leader support are much hlgher than those levels found in the real
envlronment, along with a decreased level in anger and aggression. This
finding is further subsranriated by Hirsch (1979) who also found
signiflcant differences along those same varlables in comparing athletesr
percePti-ons of real and ideal environments. From these results one mi.ght
speculate that athletes, in expressing a desire for a high level of leader
suPPorE' are essenElally seeklng both an assessment of thelr actlons, ln
practice and acceptance of Ehese actions by the coach. The athletesr
desire for a highly cohesive group seems reasonabl e conslderlng tley are
portraying an ideal envlronment, an envlronment in which the team will be
able to work together to obtain the best possible performance. Athletes
probably consider anger and aggression to be a detrlmental influence to
an athletlc environment, thus explai-ning the desire for a decrease in this
variable.
Coachest perceptions of a real environrnent were compared to their
perceptions of an ldea1 environment and once again signlflcant differences
were found. Coaches demonstrated discrepancies on a number of varlables,
the most evident belng cohesion, task orientati.on, anger and aggression,
and order and organization. It seems reasonable that coaches would slngle
out those varlables as factors that can most greatly lnfluence environments
either posltively or negatively. Accordlng to the coaches used tn the
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current study, a hlgh degree of coheslon is a necessity In creating an
ideal envlronment, a flndlng very much in Ilne wlth results found by
other researchers who have reporEed that successful teams appear to have
a hlgh degree of coheslon (Bird, L977; Kleln & Christlansen, t969;
Martens & Peterson, L976). The coachesr deslre for greater order and
organlzation is consistent wlth Hendryrs (1973) descrlption of the coach
as. having high organlzational qualitles. The findings from the current
study are dlrectly opposlrional to those found by Hirsch (197g) who
reported coaches I perceptions of thelr envl-ronment to be close to ideal.
This disagreement rnight suggest that the coaches used in the current
study are perhaps more practical in assessing thelr teams and identlfying
areas that are i-n need of lmprovement. Thls flnding may be attrlbuted to
the fact that male and female coaches operate under somewhat different
occupational guidelines. Consider first that male coaches are usually
under a great deal of pressure to produce winning teams, being nade
responsible for creatlng athletlc envLronments thaE will lndeed enhance
their chances for success. Might it not be possible that because of thls
Pressure to which male coaches are subjeeted they are unable to assess the
athletic environment realistlcally? In contrast, Lromen coaches, although
they uray be hlghly motivated to produce winning teams encounter this type
of pressure less ln retaining thelr coaching status and may be better able
to revlew thelr situatlon more reallstlcally. There is also another
posslbllity that mtght explain the dtfferences found between the percep-
Eions of the coaches ln these two studles. At the present tlme, rnany of
the coaches that comprlse the fenale ranks are put tnto such roles not out
of a deslre to coach but out of necessity to comply wlth federal
legislatlon designed to equallze athletlc opportunitles for females. In
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many instances coaching serves as an addltional burden to teachers who may
not hrant Ehe responsiblllty or who lack the professlonal preparatlon to
perform adequately. Such a sltuation may produce coaches who, lacking
both enthusiasm and expertise, have no barrlers to prevent them from
assessing their env lronments realistically.
From a comparl-son of athletesr and coaches' perceptions of an ldeal
environment, coaches were found to perceive an ideal situation generally
higher rhan did their athletes. This result, whlch is in agreement with
Hirsch (1978), portrays an image of the coach that is consistent r^rith the
ldeal of the coach as a group-centered leader, responsible for creatl,ng
an atmosphere that is conducive to the attainment of team goals. Because
of this responslbllity lt seems likely that coaches would naturally depict
an ideal environment more highly than athletes.
From the flgures constructed to represent team cllmate (Flgur es 2-2I) ,
it appears that teams categorized as having satlsfied envlronments
generally scored higher Ehan did those teams less satisfied with their
environments on the variables of leader support, lndependence, and order
and organlzation. This information suggests that the satisfactton of team
members uright well be dependent upon a high degree of suPport and order
initiated by the coach, with the environment being flexible enough to
a11ow for athlere lndependence. Those teams classified as less satisfled
with their envlronments, as illustrated ln Figures 12-2L, were character-
ized by somewhat lower Ievels on the varlables of leader support and
organization, with a greater individual emphasis on expresstveness and
self-discovery. Teams that were typically less satlsfied wiEh thelr
environments lacked a sufficient amount of leader support and order and
organization. The absence of a more structured environment may have
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facilitated the detrimenEal levels of anger and aggression and
expressiveness.
These discrepancies between the satisfied and less satlsfied groups
nay indicate that coaches in Ehe satisfied group have a more comprehensive
grasp of their athletesf needs, enabllng then to structure the environment
in such a way as to a1low for greater athlete satisfaction. These results
seem consistent with the CAFIAS findings that coaches in the satisfled
envi-ronment. were more sensitive to thei-r athletesr needs, allowi.ng for
greater athlete verbal interaction and encouraging athetes to bear
responsibility for their actions.
From the GES results it seens apparent that the two facors that
athletes identified as essentlal for a satisfactory environmenE were
leader support and order and organization. This emphasls of leader
support seems consistent with concepts espoused by Fiedler (1967).
Fiedler (L967) stated that the performance of a group depends on both the
nature of the Broup and the leader's style of interaction with the group
memhers. He pointed out that leader effecti.veness bears directly trpon
group output, its morale, and the satisfaction of iEs members.
In accordance with the findings identifying a positive 1evel of
order and organization as also contributing to team satisfaction, Hendryrs
(1973) analysis of coaching behaviors produced similar results. In
studyLng behaviors of coaches along personality and social orientatlon
dlmenslons, Hendry depicted good coaches as those possesslng high
or gaaLzational abillties.
Summary
Results from the CAFIAS data were subjected to multivariate analysls
of variance and resulted in the conclusion that slgnificant differences
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existed in coaching behaviors between the satisfied and less satisfied
groups. This led to the acceptance of the major hypothesls that there
will be slgnlficant dlfferences in coaching behavior in two different
athletic envlronments. Of the elght CAFIAS variables used ln thls study,
five were found to be statistlcally signlficant as identified by analysis
of varlance.
Of the eight CAIIAS variables, two were found to discriminate between
groups. These lncluded coach use of acceptance and pralse, verbal; and
athlete verbal initiated behavior, athlete suggestion. These results
impl-y that coaches in the satisfied group permitted thelr athletes the
freedom to lnteract with them verbally, encouraglng athletes to lnitiate
responsibility for their actions. These results are further explained
by the results of the top 10 ranked cel1 frequencies and their percentage
of occurrence. The behavlor patterns that occurred most frequently ln the
satisfied envl-ronment lncluded extended interpretatlve drllls or scrlrnmage.
whereas, the less satisfied group was characterized by extended narrow
athlete response. This indicated practices in the less satisfied
envlronments consisted of drills more mechanical rather than lnterpretative
in nature.
Comparlsons of the GES reflected several flndlngs concerning the
perceptions of coaches and athletes. In exploring the perceptions of
coaches and athletes of a real environment, evi.dence from the current study
along with simil-ar findings from Hirsch (1978) and Percival (Cratty, 1973)
indlcated that athletes perceive the athletic envlronment in a more
negatlve perspective than do their coaches.
A comparison of athlete responses on Form R and I of the GES refl-ected
slgnificant differences between the athletes t pereeptions of thelr
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environment in relation to an ideal envlronment. An ideal envlronment,
as expressed by athletes, is one ln whLch the levels of cohesion and
leader support are much higher than those levels found in the real
environment, along wlth a decreased 1evel of anger and aggression.
coachest perceptions of a real environment were compared to their
perceptions of an ldeal environnent and once again differences were found.
Dlscrepancles were noted on Ehe variables of cohesion, task orient.atlon,
anger and aggression, and organization.
In yet another comparison between athleEes' and coachest perceptions
of an ideal environment, coaches generally perceived the ideal situation
higher than did thelr athletes. rt is possible that, due to coachesf
leadership role, it ls natural that coaches would deplct an ideal
environmenE more highly than athletes.
one flnal comparison \das made between the satisfled and less
satisfied teams. Satlsfied environments were characterlzed by a hlgh
degree of leader support, independence, and order and organizatlon;
whereas, less satlsfied teams had lower levels of leader support and order
and organization, with a greater emphasis on expressiveness and self-
discovery. These dlscrepancies between the satisfled and less satlsfied
groups may lndicate that coaches in the satisfied group have a more
comprehensive grasp of their athletesr needs enabllng them to strucEure
thelr envlrorunenEs to aI1ow for greater athlete sati-sfaction.
Chapter 6
SI]MMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Sunrnary
This study ar.a]-yzed and compared the behavlor which coaches exhibited
i'n two distinct athletic environments. Using information from the Group
Env{.ronment Scale (GES), teams were designated as either satisfied or
less satisfied according to how athletes rated their environment in
comparison to an ideal environment. The allocation of teams into two
groups was done using a median-split technlque. This procedure was
followed by rnultivariate analysis of variance to determine overall
differences between satisfied and less satisfied groups across the 10
GES variables. Significant differences were subjected to analysis of
variance to grouP differences and to dlscriminant function analysis to
determlne the amount of shared variance.
Twenty female secondary school basketball teams and their coaches
from the Central New York area served as subjects. These coaches and
athletes were videotaped during thro practice sessions. Form R and Form I
of the GES were completed by the athletes and coaches at the conclusion of
the first and second taping sessions respectively. The videotaped practice
sessions were coded using CAFIAS. Results from multivariate analysis of
variance of the eight CAFTAS variables revealed significant group
differences. Analysis of variance identified five variables that were
statistically significant. These variables hrere coach use of questioning,
verbal; coach use of acceptance and praise, verbal; coach use of acceptance
and prai.se, nonverbal; athlete verbal initiation, coach suggestionl and
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athlete nOnverbal initiation, cOach suggestiOn.
Of the eight CAFIAS variables two were found tO be significant
discriminators as identified by discriminant functiOn analysis.  The two
variables were coach use Of acceptance and praise, verbal (65。12Z)and
athlete narrow behavior, athlete suggestiOn (21.80%).  These results
suggest several things about the behav■or Of the cOaches used in this
study. |_From the Occurrence Of cOach use Of acceptance and praise, it
appears that coaches ■n the satisfied group tended tO respond to the■r
athletes in a more praising and accepting manner, while coaches in the
less satisfied teams exhibited behav■Ors that were ■Or directive and
cr■tical.  COaches ■n t  satisfied group were also likely to allow for
athlete behaviOrs that are interpretative rather than mechanical in nature.
The high Occurrence of athlete verbal initiated behaviOr, athlete
suggestion substantiates these findings and implies that cOaches al10wed
and encouraged the athletes to interact with them verbally, pe..litting the
athletes to share the respons■bility for their Own behav■ors. In cOmpar■ng
the mean percentage of CAFIAS behaviors the satisfied group, consistent
with findings already reported, was characterized by cOach praise, verbal;
and athlete to athlete interaction.  The prom■ent behav■ors Occurr■ng in
the less satisfied group included infOrmatiOn giv■g, v rbal and nonverbal;
coach directiOn giv■ng, verbal and nonverbal; athlete narrOw behav■or,
nonverbal; and athlete to athlete ■nteractiOn, nonverbal.
According to the top 10 cell frequenc■es and perc ntage Of Occurrence,
extended interpretative dr■1ls Or scrlmmage by the athletes, as the
dominant behavior pattern for the satisfied group with an Occurrence of
31.02%; whereas, athlete narrow response was the lna」Or behavior exhibited
■n the less satisfied grOup.  This suggests that practices ■n the less
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satisfied environment consisted prlmarily of mechanical rather than
interpretatlve dr11Is. Extended information givlng by the coach occurred
L2.077" ln the less satisfied environment whl1e in the satisfled envlronment
the same behavlor occurred only 7.72%. There is a lack of pralse and
acceptance exhibited by coaches ln the less satisfied environment.
The current study also reported results on the GES data, reflecting
some interesting lnforuration about the perception of coaches and athletes
of real and ideal environmer,t". (.. Co.ches' perceptions of thelr
environment were compared with their athletest perceptions and it was found
that coaches maintain a more positive attitude toward thelr environment
than do athletes. i n""rltts from the current study concur with similar
-.":
findings reported by both Hlrsch (1978) and percival (crarty, 1973).
A comparison of aEhlete responses regarding perception of a real
environment in relation to an ldeal envlronment showed signiflcant
differences. An ideal environment, as expressed by athletes, ls one in
which the levels of cohesion and leader support are much higher than level-s
found in the real environment, and the level of anger and aggresslon is
much 1ower.
A similar comparison was made using coaches' perceptions of the real
and ldeal environment. Differences were found along the variables of
coheslon, task orientation, anger and aggression, and order and
organization. l From these results lt appears that coaches perceive an ideal
i
athletic environment as being very structured and goal orienEed, with a
good rapport among team memb".") Most likely, coaches view anger and
aggresslon as a detriment to an ldeal environment and would prefer a
decrease in that variable.
rt was also found that coaches generally perceived the ideal
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sltuation higher than did thelr athletes. It seems probable that due to
the coachesr leadershlp role lt 1s natural that coaches would depLct an
ldeaL environment more highly than athletes.
one fl-nal comparlson was made between the satlsfied and less
satisfied teans. Satisfied environments were characterized by a high
degree of leader support, lndependence, and order and organization; whereas,
less satisfied teams had lower leve1s of leader support and order and
organlzation, wlth a greater emphasls on expressiveness and self-discovery.
Conclusions
The following concluslons were formulated from Ehe results of this
study:
t1. The satlsfied environment contalned more interaction between the
coach and athletes than the less satisfled environments.
2. More athlete initiated verbal and athlete initiated nonverbal
behaviors, coach suggestion was observed in the satisfied group.
L1,. Coaches tn the satisfied group used more praise and acceptance,
verbal and nonverbal.
4. Coaches percelved their environment as being closer to ideal
than thelr athletes in the same environment.
5. Athletesr perceptions of thelr actual environment and an ldeal
envlronment lndicated that thelr present team environment was in need of
change along the variables of leader support, order and organizatlon, and
lnnovatlon.
-6. Satisfied teams were characterized by high 1eveIs of leader
support, order and organization, and independence.
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Reconmendatlons
1. rnvestigate the effects of tralning coaches in GAFTAS on
behaviors of coaches toward contributing to a positLve athletic
envl-ronment.
2. Compare and contrast male and female coaches in satisfled and
less satlsfied environments at the secondary 1evel.
3. Conduct a slmilar study contrasting the behavlors of coaches
w'ith a physical education background and coaches without a physlcal
educatlon background.
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Appendix A
THE CATEGORIES OF CHEFFERSI ADAPTATION OF
FLANDERS I IMEMCTION ANALYSIS SYSTEM1
Categories
Coding Symbols
Teacher
Envirorunent (E)
Student (S)
Verbal Relevant
Behaviors
Nonverbal
2-12
2
Praises, commends
jokes, encourages
Face:
Posture:
L2
Srniles, nods wlth smile
(energetic) winks, laughs.
Clasps hands, pats on shoulder,
places hand on head of student,
wrings studentrs hand, embraces
joyfully, laughs to encourage'
spots in gymnastics, helps
child over obstacl-es.
3-13
3
Accepts, clarifies,
uses, and develops
suggestion and feeling
by the learner
13
Nods without smiling, tilts
head ln empathetic reflection,
sighs empathetlcally.
Shakes hands, embraces
sympathetlcally, places hand
on shoulder, puts arm aroung
shoulder or walst, catches an
implement thrown by student,
accepts f acil-ities.
Face:
Posture:
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Categorles
Appencllx A
Verbal
( con t lntred )
Relevant
Behaviors
Nonverbal
4-14 Asks quest
requiring
answer
4
ions
student
Face:
Posture:
L4
l,Irinkles brow, opens mouth,
turns head with quizzical
look.
Places hands in air, waves
finger to and fro anticipat-
ing answer, stares awaiting
answer, scratches head, cups
hand Eo ear, stands still
half turned towards person,
awaits ansvrer.
5-15
5
Gives facts,
opinions, expresses
ideas, or asks
rhetorical questions
Face:
Posture:
15
Whispers words lnaudible,
sings, or whistles.
Gesticulates, draws, writes,
demonstrates activiEies,
points.
6-16
6
Gives directions
or orders
16
Face: Points with head, beckons
with head, yells at.
Posture: Points finger, blows whistle,
holds body erect whlle bark-
ing cormrands, pushes child
through a movement, pushes a
child in a given direction.
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Categories
Appendix A
Verbal
(continued)
Relevant
Behaviors
Nonverbal
7…17
7
Critlcizes, expresses
anger or disturst,
sarcastic or extreme
self-reference
L7
Face: Grinaces, growls, frowns,
drops head, throws head back
in derlsive laughter, rolls
eyes, bites, spits, butts
with head, shakes head.
Posture: Hits, pushes away, pinches,
grapples wlth, pushes hands
at student, drops hands in
disgust, bangs table, damages
equipment, throws things
doum.
8-■8
8
Students response that Face:
is entirely predictable,
such as obedience to
orders, or responses Posture:
not requiring thinking
beyond the comprehension
phase of knowl-edge
l-8
Poker face response, nods,
shakes, gives snall grunts,
quick smile.
Moves mechanically to ques-
tions or directions, responds
to any actions with mlnimal
nervous activity, robot like.
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Appendix A (continued)
Categories Verbal Relevant
Behaviors
Nonverbal
Eine (8\) Einereen (18\)
Eine (8\) Predictable student Face: A "Whatts more, Sir" look,
Eineteen responses requiring eyes sparkling.(18\ )
some measure of Posttrre: Adds movements to those
evaluaEion and syn- given or expecEed, tries to
thesis from the sEudentl show some arrangement
but must remain within requiring additional think-
the providence of irg; e.g., works on gymnastic
predictability. The routine, dribbles
initial behavior was basketball, all game
in response to playing.
teacher initiation
9L9
9-19 Pupil-initiared talk Face: lnterrupEing sounds, gasps,
that is purely the sighs.
result of their own Posture: puts hands up to ask ques-
initiative and that tions, gets up and walks
could not be around without provocation,
predicted begins creative movement
education, makes up own games,
makes up own movements,
shows initiative ln supportive
movement, introduceg neu,
movements into games not predict-
able in the rules of the game.
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Appendlx A (conclnued)
Categories Verbal Relevant
Behaviors
Nonverbal
10-20 stands for confusi-on, Face: silence, children sitting
10
chaos, disorder,
noise, much noise.
20
doing nothing, noiselessly
awaiting teacher just
prior to teacher entry,
etc.
lcia.d from Cheffers, Amidon, & Rodgers (Lgl4).
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Appendix B
Coder's Reliability* for Selected Subjects
Using Spearmansr g"
Ieam 20--Less Satlsfied (Tape 2)
Top 10
Cells
Rank
Observation
One
Rank
Observation
Two
d2
?
?
8-10
10-8
6-8
5-5
5-6
8-6
8-8
8-5
10-8ヽ
8ヽ-5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
7
9
10
.00
.00
.00
。00
.00
.00
1。00
1.00
。00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
。00
.00
1.00
1.00
.00
.00
Total 2.00
*. 997
Top 10 cells listed refer to the order of coderrs numeri-cal
frequency.
Rank observation one and observation two refer to the ortgin
of the coding.
d refers to the difference between the ranks of each cell for
observation one and observation two.
-2d- refers to the d column squared.
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Appendix B (continued)
Coderrs Reliability* for Selected Subjects
Using Spearmanst r"
Team l9--Less Satisfled (Tape 1)
TOp 10
Cells
Rank
Observation
One
Rank
0bservation
Two
?
? d2
8-8
6-8
8-6
5-8
8-5
5-5
4-8
8ヽ-5
8-8ヽ
8…4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8.5
8.5
10
.00
.00
。00
.00
.00
.00
。00
.50
.50
。00
.00
。00
。00
。00
.00
.00
.00
.25
.25
.00
Total
n.985
Top 10 ce1ls listed refer to the order of coder t s numerical
frequency.
Rank observati-on one and observation t\.ro refer to the origin of
the coding.
d refers to the difference between the ranks of each ceI1 for
observation one and observation two.
)d- refers to the d column squared
.50
10■
Appendix B (continued)
Coder ReliabiliEy* for Selected Subj ects
Using Spearmanst r"
Team 4--Satisfied (Tape 2)
Top 10
Cells
Rank
Observation
Rank
Observation
d2??
10-8ヽ
8 -ヽ10
8 -ヽ2
5-8ヽ
2-8ヽ
6…8ヽ
8ヽ…5
5-5
8、-6
2…5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
9
.00
。00
。00
.00
.00
。00
。00
。00
1.00
1.00
.00
.00
。00
。00
.00
.00
。00
.00
1。00
1.00
Total
*
.987
Top L0 cells listed refer to the order of coderrs numerical
frequency.
Rank observation one and observation two refer to the orlgin of
the coding.
d refers to the difference between the ranks of each ce1l for
observation one and observatlon two.
)d- refers to the d column squared.
2.00
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Appendix B (continued)
Coderrs Reliability* for Selected Subjects
Using Spearmanst r.
Team 5--Satisfied (Tape 1)
Top 10
Cells
Rank
Observatlon
One
Rank
Observation
Two
?
?
?
?
?
8-10
10-8
10-8ヽ
8ヽ-10
5-5
8ヽ-2
6-8
2-8ヽ
7-2
8-5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9.5
9.5
.00
。00
。00
。00
。00
.00
.00
.00
.50
.50
.00
.00
。00
.00
.00
.00
。00
。00
.25
.25
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total .50
*
.99
Top 10 cells listed refer to the order of coder I s numerical
frequency.
Rank observation one and observation two refer to the origin of the
coding.
d refers to the difference between the ranks of each cell for
observation one and observation two.
,d- refers to the d colunn squared.
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Appendlx C
IMORMED CONSENT FORM--COACH
The study you are being asked to take part in deals with coaching
hehavlor ancl soc lal envl-rorunenL. l)ata [or coach Ing belravlor wl11 bc:
coLlected through videotaplng procedures. Two 30-rnlnute vldeotapes w111
be made of your practice sessions. You wiLl be asked to wear a mlcrophone
durlng these videotaping sesslons. These Lapings should interfere as
ltttle as possible with your practice. The Group Environslent Scale is to
be used as the data collectlon vehlcle ln measurlng social envlronment.
You and your pl-ayers will be asked to compl-ete two forms of thls scale.
These forms consist of true-false questlons and each form is estlnated to
take 10 to 15 mlnutes to finish. These can be completed before or after
your practice time dependlng on your schedule and preference.
The Group Envlronment Scale measures a team along l0 dlmenslons.
These are cohesion, expressiveness, confllct, lndependence, achievement
orientation, lntellectual-cultural orlentat lon, act ive-recreational
orientatlon, moral-religlous orientatl-on, organization, and control. Your
perceptions of these factors will be compared wlth those of your players.
The videotapes w111 be subjected to a wldely used interaction analysls
system. Thls lnteraction analysis system consists of. 20 categorles designed
to describe behavlors exhlblted in physical activity settings. The verbal
and nonverbal lnteraction between coaches and players will be recorded.
A11 lnformatlon ln this study w111 be kept confidentlal. If you do
not have any questions and agree to be a subJect ln thls study, please
sign your name on the l-lne below.
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Appendix C (eontinurd)
INFORMED CONSENT FORM--ATHLETE
The study you are being asked to take part l-n deals wlth coachlng
behavior and social envlronment. Data for coachlng behavior will be
collected through vldeotaping procedures. Two 30-nlnute vldeotapes
will be made of your Practice sessions. These tapings should interfere
as llttIe as posslble wlth your practice. The Group Environment Scale
is to be used to measure soclal envlronment. You and your coach will
be asked to complete two forms of this scale. These forms conslst of
true-false questions and each form is estimated to take 10 to 15 minutes
ro finlsh.
A11 informatlon in thls study will be kept confidential. rf you
do not have any questJ-ons and agree to be a subject in thls study, please
slgn your name on the line below.
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